Abstract. We use a symmetry-preserving regularization method of ultraviolet divergences in a vector-vector contact interaction model for low-energy QCD. The contact interaction is a representation of nonperturbative kernels used Dyson-Schwinger and Bethe-Salpeter equations. The regularization method is based on a subtraction scheme that avoids standard steps in the evaluation of divergent integrals that invariably lead to symmetry violation. Aiming at the study of heavy-light mesons, we have implemented the method to the pseudoscalar π and K mesons. We have solved the Dyson-Schwinger equation for the u, d and s quark propagators, and obtained the bound-state Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes in a way that the Ward-Green-Takahashi identities reflecting global symmetries of the model are satisfied for arbitrary routing of the momenta running in loop integrals.
INTRODUCTION
Contact fermionic interactions find widespread applications in hadron physics with Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) [1] type of models. A great deal of qualitative insight on the phenomenon of hadron mass generation via dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DχSB) and the role of the pions as the associated (quasi) Goldstone bosons has been gleaned from such models -for reviews, see Refs. [2, 3, 4, 5] . The lack of confinement and nonrenormalizabilty are the major weaknesses of contact fermionic models. The nonrenormalizability carries with it the danger of introducing gross violations of global symmetries due to the regularization procedure; ambiguities arising from momentum shifts in divergent integrals are the main cause of the problems. Despite well known, practitioners at large inexplicably ignore these problems. However, a new perspective has emerged recently with the implementation [6, 7, 8] of a confining, symmetry-preserving treatment of a vector-vector contact interaction as a representation of the gluon's two-point Schwinger function used in kernels of Dyson-Schwinger (DS) equations. By introducing a mechanism that ensures the absence of quark production thresholds, a feature of a confining theory, and embedding the interaction in a global-symmetry-preserving, rainbow-ladder truncation framework of the DS and BS equations [9, 10] , the scheme has enhanced the capacity of a contact interaction to describe in a unified manner a diverse array of nonperturbative QCD phenomena -for a recent review, see Ref. [11] In this communication we examine the contact-interaction model within the perspective of a regularization scheme that allows to separate symmetry-offending parts in BS amplitudes in a way independent of choices of momentum routing in divergent integrals, so that the Ward-Green-Takahashi (WGT) identities reflecting global symmetries of the model are preserved by the regularization. The scheme is inspired in a method introduced in Refs. [12, 13] to manipulate divergent Feynman integrals without specification of an explicit regulator. The method has been used with the NJL model in vacuum [14, 15] and at finite temperature and baryon density [16, 17, 18] . We formulate the problem generically with the aim of using it for heavy-light mesons, and assess its reliability presenting numerical results for the π and K mesons.
DS AND BS EQUATIONS AND WGT IDENTITIES
We start with a brief review of the basic elements of the contact-interaction scheme introduced in Ref. [6] . We consider the inhomogeneous BSE for a quark and antiquark state of total momentum P (here and in the following we omit renormalization constants)
where q ≡ d 4 q/(2π) 4 , M gives the Dirac spinor structure of the state, K(q, k; P) is the fully amputated quarkantiquark scattering kernel; A, B, · · · denote collectively color, flavor, and spinor indices; q ± = q±η ± P, with η + +η − = 1 and q is the relative momentum. S(k) is the dressed-quark propagator given by a DSE; for a given flavor f the general form of this DSE is
where m f is the current-quark mass. Here we will be interested in the flavor-nonsinglet axial-vector Γ lh 5µ (k; P) and pseudoscalar Γ lh PS (k; P) amplitudes for a quark of flavor l and antiquark of flavor h, for which M 5µ = γ 5 γ µ and M PS = γ 5 respectively. Translation invariance requires that physical observables cannot depend on the choice of the momentum routing in quark propagators in Eq. (1); that is, physical results must be independent of η ± .
Associated with Γ lh 5µ is the Ward-Green-Takahashi (WGT) identity
where Γ lh PS (k; P) is the pseudoscalar vertex. Pseudoscalar meson bound states are obtained from the solution of the homogeneous equation for Γ lh PS (k; P)
where here A, B, · · · denote color and spinor indices only. The general form of the of Γ lh
where E lh PS , F lh PS , · · · are functions of k, P and k · P. The meson mass, m PS , is the eigenvalue P 2 = −m 2 PS that solves Eq. (4).
The contact-interaction scheme introduced in Ref. [6] amounts to make the following replacements in Eq. (2) and the construction of scattering kernels of all BSEs
where m G is a gluon mass-scale and α IR is a fitting parameter. This means that the scattering kernel in all BSEs is
A feature of the momentum independence of the contact interaction is that the DS and BS equations become nonrenormalizable. This means that mass-scale parameters introduced with the regularization of divergent integrals cannot be removed from the calculations and need to be fixed phenomenologically. Another feature, as mentioned previously, is that regularization of divergent integrals carries the danger of symmetry violation, in that WGT identities, like the one in Eq. (3), are not maintained, even when Poincaré-invariant regularization schemes are employed. Let us consider the DSE and the homogeneous pseudoscalar BSE, Eqs. (2) and (4), with the contact interaction. In this case,
In addition, G lh PS = H lh PS = 0, so the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude Eq. (5) takes the form
where
Then, the BSE can be written in the matrix form
Here, the trace is over Dirac indices. All integrals in Eqs. (8) and (11)- (14) are ultraviolet divergent; the divergences are quadratic and logarithm. The vast majority of applications within NJL models ignore the pseudo vector component F lh PS (P); in doing so, this leads to the random-phase-approximation (RPA) for the BS equation.
SYMMETRY-PRESERVING SUBTRACTION SCHEME
The issue of symmetry violation can be exposed examining the momenta running in the quark propagators; they are q + = q + k 1 and q − = q + k 2 , with k 1 = η + P and k 2 = −η − P. The momenta k 1 and k 2 are arbitrary, as while satisfying η + + η − = 1, the η ± are otherwise arbitrary. However, to maintain translation invariance, the integrals must depend only on the relative momentum k 1 − k 2 or, equivalently, the integrals must not depend on η ± , they can depend only in the combination η + + η − = 1. The dependence on k 1 − k 2 only is also crucial for maintaining the WGT identities, like the one in Eq. (3). The traditional way of handling within NJL-type of models integrals like those in Eqs. (11)- (14) is as follows: after evaluating the traces, a choice for η + and η − is made and Feynman parameters are used to combine in a single term the product (q
h ) in the denominator; then, after a momentum shift to eliminate the angle q · P in the denominator, the integral over q is performed. In making the momentum shift, changes in the integration limits are ignored. Invariably, results depend upon the choices made for η ± ; in particular, the value of the leptonic decay constants, which play a key role in the normalisation of the pion BSE, depend upon the choices made for η ± . Some regularization-independent results, like the Goldberg-Treiman relation at the quark level and the Gell-Mann-OakesRenner relation, can be obtained after using the gap equation to eliminate the quadratic divergences.
The subtraction scheme of Refs. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] is based on the repeated use of the identity
Assuming a Poincaré invariant regularization for the integrals in Eqs. (11)- (14), subtractions are performed for each of the propagators S l (q + ) and S(q − ), the number of which is dictated by the requirement that a finite integral is obtained -note that while the original denominator goes as 1/q 2 for q → ∞, the last term in Eq. (15) goes as 1/q 3 for q → ∞. We illustrate the procedure in detail for the K EE lh (P) kernel. Evaluation of the trace in Eq. (11) leads to
where Λ indicates the mass scale associated with the regularization. Next, subtracting thrice each of the denominators, K EE lh can be written as a sum of three kinds of terms: quadratic and logarithmically divergent integrals that are independent of η ± , symmetry violating terms that are proportional to η + and η − , and a finite integral also independent of η ± . Explicitly, they are given by the following expressions:
where A µν (M 2 ), I quad (M 2 ) and I log (M 2 ) are the divergent integrals (when Λ → ∞)
and
is a finite integral given by
It is important to note that to arrive at these results, no momentum shifts were made in divergent integrals. The other amplitudes, K EF lh , K FE lh , and K FF lh are given by similar integrals [19] . Note that Eq. (17) makes it clear that whatever choice made for η ± , unavoidably translation symmetry is broken, unless the regularization scheme leads to A µν (M 2 ) = 0. Let us next examine how choices of η ± lead to violation of the WGT identity in Eq. (3). One needs to deal with integrals of the form
where B µν (M 2 ) and C µνρσ (M 2 ) are the new structures
with
Using these integrals in the WGT identity, Eq. (3), one obtains
We see that for arbitrary momentum routing in the loop integrals, i.e. for arbitrary values of η ± satisfying η + + η − = 1, the subtraction scheme allows to identify in a systematic way symmetry offending terms; they are the integrals A µν , B µν and C µνρσ in the equations above. A consistent regularization scheme should make the integrals vanish automatically. Otherwise, the vanishing of the integrals must be imposed; in doing so, the regularization scheme becomes part of the model. Dimensional regularization and Pauli-Villars regularization are examples of schemes that lead to A µν = 0, B µν = 0, and C µνρσ = 0. Removing the symmetry offending terms, the kernels K Let us make contact with the scheme of Ref. [6] . For M l = M h = M and η + = 1 and η − = 0, which is the choice made in Ref. [6] , Eq. (25) becomes
This is precisely Eq. (15) of Ref. [6] . Using Eq. (21) for this integral, one obtains
that is
In the quiral limit, P = 0, this leads to
which is Eq. (17) of Ref. [6] . This result makes it clear that our scheme, besides being in agreement with Ref. [6] for the particular choice of η ± , it is also more general, as it is valid for arbitary values η ± .
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order assess the reliability of the subtraction scheme, we apply it to the calculation of the masses and electroweak decay constants of the π and K mesons. The mass of the meson is obtained from Eq. (10); it is an eigenvalue problem which has a solution at P 2 = −m 2 PS . We use the canonical normalization condition for the BS amplitudes, namely
The electroweak decay constant of the meson, f PS , can be expressed in terms of normalized amplitudes E and F in the form
We compare results with Ref. [20] , where the scheme of Ref. [6] was used for the K meson. We use proper-time regularization for I Λ quad (M f ). In the BS amplitudes where I Λ quad (M f ) appears, we use the gap equation (8) , and for I Λ log (M f ) use the identity
On the other hand, for the subtraction mass scale we have used the light mass M 2 l and finite integrals like
) are performed without imposing a regulator.
We use the same parameters employed in Ref. [20] Table I presents our results and those of Ref. [20] (indicated with a star). We see from Table I that the results obtained with the subtraction scheme compares well with those of Ref. [20] : the masses are almost identical in both approaches, and the decay constants from the subtraction are a little larger, but by less than 5%. We recall that the differences in the approaches are that in the subtraction scheme the results are independent of the choice of η ± , while those of Ref. [20] are for η + = 1 and η − = 0. Another difference is that the finite integral Z 0 (M 2 h , M 2 l , P 2 ; M 2 h ) is integrated without imposing ultraviolet or infrared cutoffs. There is no difficulty in using an infrared cutoff in the finite integrals to avoid unphysical quark-antiquark thresholds in amplitudes.
